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Abstract—With the ongoing advances in machine learning
(ML), cybersecurity solutions and security primitives are be-
coming increasingly vulnerable to successful attacks. Strong
physically unclonable functions (PUFs) are a potential solution
for providing high resistance to such attacks. In this paper,
we propose a generalized attack model that leverages multiple
chips jointly to minimize the cloning error. Our analysis shows
that the entropy rate over different chips is a relevant measure
to the new attack model as well as the multi-bit strong PUF
classes. We explain the sources of randomness that affect
unpredictability and its possible measures using models of
state-of-the-art strong PUFs. Moreover, we utilize min-max
entropy estimators to measure the unpredictability of multi-bit
strong PUF classes for the first time in the PUF community.
Finally, we provide experimental results for a multi-bit strong
PUF class, the hybrid Boolean network PUF, showing its high
unpredictability and resistance to ML attacks.

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous connectivity and computing have supported
all aspects of our lives. However, benefits are threatened
by the escalation of cybersecurity attacks in recent years.
Critical data breaches have affected businesses, health care,
educational institutions, banks, and governments. Existing
cybersecurity solutions are based on protected secret keys
that may also be vulnerable to leakage. Recently, physically
unclonable functions (PUFs) have emerged as a powerful
cybersecurity solution that generates sequences on demand
that are used as secret keys. With PUFs, generated keys are
generated on demand and not stored, which reduces their
susceptibility to compromise.

PUFs can be implemented on chips and designed to
exploit random variations in the manufacturing process [1],
[2]. They are small in size, low in cost and cannot be
replicated even with the same manufacturing process, that
is, “physically unclonable”. Typical use cases are authen-
tication [1], [2], [3], [4], secret sharing [2], and intellec-
tual property protection [5], [6]. The input (denoted as a
“challenge”) to a PUF chip is mapped to the output (a
“response”) based on the design and the unknown physical
parameters. PUFs are required to be “reliable” such that

applying the same challenge many times reproduces the
same response with a low probability of error. Meanwhile,
even with the knowledge of many challenge-response pairs
(CRPs), an attacker cannot predict unseen responses with a
low probability of error, i.e., “unpredictable”.

PUFs are categorized as weak or strong according to
the size of the challenge-response space. A strong PUF
has a challenge-response space that grows rapidly with the
size of the PUF (the length of the challenge) such as the
Arbiter PUF [1], the Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF [2], and the
hybrid Boolean network (HBN) PUF [7]. Those PUFs can
be categorized also as delay-based PUFs that depend on the
timing information of the circuit. Weak PUFs are those that
have a relatively small number of challenges, and examples
are the static random access memory (SRAM) PUF [5], [8],
and the flip-flop PUF [9]. Both the SRAM PUF and flip-
flop PUF are memory-based PUFs that depend on the cell
state when powered on. We focus on strong PUFs since the
large challenge-response space cannot be exhausted easily
even when the attacker had previous access to the PUF
chip [10], [11]. In particular, the HBN-PUF generates multi-
bit responses, unlike existing strong PUFs that produce
only single-bit responses. We consider the HBN-PUF as
our use case to illustrate our proposed attack model and
unpredictability metric, rather than existing multi-bit strong
PUFs [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. We note that comparing
existing multi-bit strong PUFs is beyond the scope of this
paper and will be considered as a separate future work.

1.1. Related Work

Existing ML attacks [17], [18], [19], [20] can efficiently
estimate the unknown parameters and fully characterize
PUFs with a sufficient subset of CRPs. However, the CRPs
are simulated. Even when hardware CRPs are used as in
[21], [22], [23], only single-bit PUFs are considered. In
addition, these modeling attacks do not use information from
other chips in the class. New attack models are required
to consider chips jointly as well as multi-bit strong PUFs.
Parallel to our results of high entropy rate of HBN PUF,
the authors in [24] shows high resistance of HBN class to a
novel ML attack that outperforms existing attacks and uses
many chips jointly as proposed in our work.



In the literature, many performance metrics, such as
uniqueness, bit-aliasing, steadiness, diffuseness,..., etc., are
proposed to assess and compare PUFs [9], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31]. Some of these metrics are useful
from a design perspective [27], [30] so that weaknesses in
the PUF design can be discovered and improved. However,
achieving good scores on these metrics is necessary but not
sufficient to guarantee the unpredictability of PUFs1. Other
metrics are either qualitative [28], [29] or specific to a PUF
design [25], [26], [31]. There are established provable meth-
ods and theoretically sound bounds established to assess the
unpredictability of the PUFs; see, e.g., [32], [33]. However,
all these methods are 1) suitable for single-bit PUFs, 2) do
not consider the relation between different responses, nor
consider many chips jointly. The authors in [32] assume
independent and biased response bits, while the approach in
[33] sums up relationships between existing metrics such as
uniqueness in terms of Hamming distance (HD) and min-
entropy.

One of the major challenges to PUFs is non-invasive
attacks, in particular, machine learning (ML) attacks. An
attacker collects CRPs from different PUF chips or eaves-
drops on a target PUF and chooses a ML technique to
predict the responses to unseen challenges. Most existing
work proposes a design for a PUF and runs a handful of
well-known ML attacks to establish a cloning error for those
attacks (which is usually reported to be approximately 0.5).
This is only a statement of the ML attacks the authors ran on
their PUF and does not establish a bound for all ML attacks.
Thus, a strong notion of the unpredictability of PUFs is still
needed, where a demanding task is to verify whether a given
PUF class is resilient to non-invasive attacks or not. That is,
we are motivated to carefully assess the unpredictability of
any given PUF class.

Many works in the PUF literature (see [34], [35], [36])
use the term “entropy rate” to refer to the normalized
entropy per bit. Other works calculate the entropy rate
of CRPs for each single chip separately [37] or estimate
it using compression [9], [38]. In this paper, the entropy
rate is estimated using many chips jointly to assess the
unpredictability of a PUF class.

Lastly, estimating the entropy requires a number of
samples that scales up with the cardinality of responses.
Thus, existing PUF entropy calculations consider compres-
sion techniques [9], [38] to estimate an upper bound on the
entropy, use the min-entropy [27], [28], [39], [40], [41] to
estimate a lower bound, or even use plug-in estimators [42],
[43]. Although the entropy estimation methods in [44] are
practical, the estimators used in this paper are theoretically
sound with proven guarantees for convergence and sample
complexity. Considering such recent and efficient estimators
could be a huge step toward assessing a PUF class unpre-
dictability. We note that modeling PUFs mathematically or
using an empirically trained model to accurately derive the

1. We show that, reversely, high unpredictability measured by entropy
rate guarantees high scores on these metrics, while low unpredictability
does not imply which metric(s) is low.

entropy rate is beyond the focus of this manuscript. It is of
great importance for future work, but it is not an easy task
due to the increased complexity of newly designed PUFs.

1.2. Contributions

In this paper, we provide simple and unified mathe-
matical models for state-of-the-art PUFs to explain sources
of randomness that affect reliability and unpredictability.
Unlike existing modeling attacks, we consider a generalized
attack model that leverages additional information in other
chips from the same class.

Many existing works have proposed heuristic metrics to
assess the unpredictability of PUFs, and in particular the new
aspects of the HBN-PUF stress existing approaches to as-
sessing the unpredictability. We bridge this gap and propose
an information-theoretic framework to tackle this problem
and determine whether a PUF class is unpredictable, which
can indicate whether it is resilient to machine learning
attacks or not. Then, we discuss the existing uniqueness
measures and illustrate their shortcomings with counterex-
amples. As a counter, we show that entropy is a sufficient,
precise, and consistent metric to measure the uniqueness of
strong PUFs.

Since PUF responses are sent via a public channel,
unseen responses are vulnerable to prediction/cloning at-
tacks. Thus, CRPs should be unpredictable in two different
aspects. One aspect is across different PUF chips (Inter-
PUF unpredictability), i.e., given a challenge, the response
of a PUF chip is unpredictable from other PUF chips. The
other is across different responses of a single PUF chip
(Intra-PUF unpredictability); i.e., given a set of CRPs of
a PUF chip, the remaining responses are unpredictable. We
explain two related quantities, in terms of joint and condi-
tional probability distributions of CRPs, and their relation
to different attacks. In the absence of these distributions, we
provide different finite-order entropy rate measures using the
available samples. In addition, we explain how to detect the
possible deterministic behavior of a single PUF chip and
decide whether to exclude it or not.

Lastly, we provide experimental results using recent
efficient entropy estimators, new to the PUF community,
to evaluate the unpredictability of the HBN-PUF, showing
its high entropy rate, and hence high resistance to ML
attacks. The contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

• We propose a generalized attack model that con-
siders the responses of multiple PUF chips jointly
to improve the estimation of responses for unseen
challenges.

• To evaluate the strength of a PUF class, we introduce
entropy rate as a metric, which is suitable for the new
attack model as well as for multi-bit strong PUF
classes such as HBN PUF. Unlike existing works
that consider single chips separately or denote the
normalized entropy per bit as the entropy rate, we
estimate the entropy rate across different chips and
responses.



• Moreover, we use efficient entropy estimators, which
are being used for the first time in the PUF commu-
nity. We also collect a significant amount of real
data of 256-bit HBN PUF and conduct extensive
experimental analysis to estimate the entropy rate
for the HBN PUF for the first time.

Organization. The paper is organized as follows. The
PUF model, definitions, and other preliminaries are intro-
duced in section 2. A new attack model is introduced and
discussed in section 3. A measure for the new attack model,
which is also suitable for a PUF class unpredictability is
provided and investigated in subsection 3.2. In section 4,
finite-order entropy rate estimation based on the available
sample size is introduced. Then, measuring the uniqueness
of different chips and testing a single PUF chip to detect pos-
sible deterministic behavior are provided in subsection 5.1
and subsection 5.2, respectively. Experimental results using
efficient entropy estimators for HBN-PUF are given in sec-
tion 6, and the paper is concluded in section 7.

2. PUF Model and Preliminary

First, we define a PUF class and a PUF chip, which is
an important step in choosing the appropriate performance
metrics. We focus primarily on the mapping function to
understand sources of randomness and the basic parameters
that affect reliability and unpredictability. Let R and Z+

be the set of real numbers and the set of positive integers,
respectively, and N,Nr, Nv, Nw ∈ Z+. Furthermore, the
continuous-time version of a binary input x is denoted by
x(t), which has a transition from 0 to 1 (or 1 to 0) in a time
of rise (fall) denoted by τr (τf ). The cardinality of a set X
is denoted by |X |. Let the challenge set, C = {0, 1}N , and
the response set, X = {0, 1}Nr , be metric spaces with a
distance function, e.g. HD dH .

Definition 1 (A PUF Class). A class of PUFs is a discrete
stochastic process of a finite number of random variables in-
dexed by the challenge space and defined by a deterministic
mapping (determined by the design/structure) as follows:

f : C × V ×W → X , (1)

where the set V ⊂ RNv and the set W ⊂ RNw are
respectively the sets of random parameters that result from
1) variations/imperfections in the manufacturing process,
e.g. path delay, and 2) model errors, e.g. thermal noise
and logic gates’ error propagation [45], and affect the
unpredictability and reliability of the PUF class. The former
set of parameters leads to variations that are non-ergodic
across different observations of the response for the same
challenge. These factors constitute the main and desired
source of variations across distinct PUFs within the same
class. The latter factors lead to variations for a given PUF
across responses for the same challenge. Hence, they lead
to unreliable operation if not properly addressed.

Definition 2 (A PUF chip). A PUF chip is a mapping, f :
C × Vm × W → X , where Vm ⊂ V is a set of unknown

deterministic parameters (generated by the manufacturing
process). Moreover, the response at time t after applying
the kth challenge to the mth chip is given by:

Xk,m = f (ck,vm,W ) , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2N , (2)

where the random vector Xk,m =
[
xn
k,m

]
∈ X , vm =

[vmi ] ∈ Vm is an unknown realization of the random vector
V resulted from the manufacturing process of the mth chip,
and m ∈ Z+.

C ∈ {0, 1}N

Challenge

X ∈ {0, 1}Nr

ResponsePUF

Figure 1. A PUF maps a challenge to a response.

It should be clear that, when the set of parameters from
the manufacturing process is deterministic, a PUF chip is
a noisy realization of the PUF class. We provide unified
continuous-time models for state-of-the-art strong PUFs in
AppendixA. We show that different PUF designs are based
on the similar overall idea that there are nonergodic varia-
tions due to V that affect the unpredictability and ergodic
noise due to W that affect the reliability. The response after
applying the kth challenge is given by:

Xk = f (ck,V ,W ) (3)

where the random vectors Xk = [xn
k ] ∈ X , ck = [ck,n] ∈

RN , V = [vi] ∈ V , and W = [wi] ∈ W .

Remark 1. The unpredictability of a PUF class is inherited
from the random variations of the manufacturing process
as well as the mapping (the PUF structure/design). On the
other hand, the reliability of PUFs is affected by thermal
noise and the mapping itself. Although other parameters
can change the unpredictability and reliability, such as
the supply voltage, operating temperature, aging, etc., we
focus mainly on the mapping, the random variations of
the manufacturing process, and the thermal noise. In ad-
dition, we restrict our representation of the response to
binary sequences ∈ X and assume that any necessary
digitization is part of the physical process, which is more
relevant to cryptographic applications. In the case of HBN-
PUF, the measurement time is a design parameter. Later,
wherever relevant, we choose an optimal measurement time
that maximizes both reliability and unpredictability. In this
work, we focus on the unpredictability and assume that
such parameters affect the unreliability of PUFs since the
enrollment phase is done under specific conditions, and any
changes are considered a source of unreliability. Related
entropy rate measures should be investigated in future work.

Definition 3. (Minimum Cloning Error) For a stochastic
process X with entropy rate H(X ), let the binary entropy
H(pX ) ≜ H(X )/Nr per bit. An attacker might be able
to achieve an average bit prediction error of the stochastic
process output, denoted as cloning error pcl, that is no less
the probability of error for the binary entropy pX where
0 ≤ pX ≤ pcl ≤ 0.5.



Typical use cases of PUFs are authentication, secret
sharing, and intellectual property protection. A common
phase for utilizing PUFs is the enrollment phase where a
trusted party (Alice) queries the PUF and stores different
CRPs in a look-up table. Then Alice shares the PUF with
a legitimate user (Bob). In Table 1, we give examples of
CRPs of different 5-bit numerical toy PUFs.

For secret sharing, for example, the second phase is
utilization. In this phase, a challenge is sent to Bob via
a public channel, who queries the PUF and is required to
reconstruct the same stored response corresponding to that
challenge. However, the output response is perturbed by
noise; i.e., the response is unreliable and requires careful
reconstruction. Alice sends helper data (in addition to the
challenge) for error correction, and Bob reconstructs the
correct response, which is at Alice in a look-up table. This
response should be unpredictable.

3. The Attack Model

We assume that noiseless CRPs are sent on a public
channel similar to modeling attack assumptions in [11],
[17], [18], [20]. Throughout this paper, we assume that
Alice performs several queries for each challenge to correct
noise and determine a ground truth for the corresponding
response. Consequently, we ignore the noise and consider
the PUF class mapping in (3) as a stochastic process and
the mapping of a PUF chip in (2) as deterministic mapping.
Given the kth challenge, the corresponding response over
all possible PUF chips is a random variable, Xk ∈ X .

To estimate the unknown parameters, vm, of a single-bit
strong PUF, ML framework assigns, for example, a logistic
model to the probability p(xk,m, ck|vm). The authors in
[20] successfully estimated the unknown parameters for
different single-bit strong PUFs and predicted responses for
unseen challenges with more than 99% prediction rate on
simulated PUFs. Therein, the estimation problem is mini-
mizing the negating log-likelihood as follows:

v̂m = argmin
vm∈V

∑
k

− ln p(xk,m, ck|vm), (4)

where the logistic sigmoid is assigned as p(xk,m, ck|vm) =
(1 + e−xk,mf(ck,vm))−1 and the unknown parameters are
estimated via iterative optimization techniques. For the ex-
isting single-bit strong PUFs such as RO and Arbiter, the
mapping function is as simple as an additive linear delay
architecture. Thus, with a sufficient subset of CRPs, ML
attacks [17], [18], [20] can efficiently estimate the unknown
parameters to fully characterize the simulated PUF, and
predict the remaining CRPs with high prediction rates.

Existing attack models measure the unpredictability of
such single-bit strong PUFs with the entropy of a PUF [42],
[43]. The entropy of a PUF is measured as follows:

H(PUFm) ≜ −
∑
k

p(xk,m, ck) log p(xk,m, ck). (5)

However, this entropy is a measure of the complexity of
the mapping function and the dimension of the unknown

parameters rather than the uncertainty and randomness of a
PUF chip. Also, it measures whether the mapping function
spans a large space of CRPs or not. Other work in the
literature [37] considers the entropy rate of a single PUF, i.e.,
the remaining entropy in the kth response after observing
(k−1) CRPs, as a theoretical lower bound of the prediction
rate as follows.

H(xk,m) ≜ −
∑
k

p(xk,m|xk−1
m ) log p(xk,m|xk−1

m ), (6)

where the sequence xk
m ≜ (x1,m, . . . xk,m). In addition,

up to the authors’ knowledge, the existing works in the
literature consider only a single PUF for modeling attacks or
measuring performance metrics and do not consider many
PUFs jointly to predict unseen CRPs. Utilizing other PUFs
jointly may help to learn the mapping function as well as
estimate common unknown parameters.

3.1. Generalized Attack Model

In our attack model, we consider multi-bit strong PUFs
such as HBN PUF. We assume that the adversary is powerful
who 1) owes (or observes CRPS from) many PUF chips
from the same class, 2) jointly utilizes all seen CRPs from
the intended chip as well as the corresponding responses
from the owned chips, and 3) predicts a response for an
unseen challenge as follows.

Definition 4 (Generalized Attack Model). An adversary
designs an optimal predictor that minimizes the expected
loss of predicting unseen responses from previously seen
responses jointly with responses from other PUF chips as
follows.

X̂k = argmin
xk∈X

E
[
ℓ (Xk,xk) |Xk−1 = xk−1,Ck = ck

]
,

(7)
where ℓ(·) is a loss function, the expectation is taken over
PXk|Xk−1=xk−1,Ck=ck

, Xk ≜ (X1, . . . Xk), and PXk|Ck

is the joint distribution of the class responses. The well
known minimum mean square estimate is given as X̂k =
E
[
Xk|Xk−1 = xk−1,Ck = ck

]
.

Example 1. (Predicting a Response) In this example, we
illustrate the prediction in (7) using Table 1. Suppose an
attacker wants to attack PUF1. The attacker already owes
M − 1 chips: PUF2 to PUFM , either by manufacturing
or simulation. The attacker has observed responses x0,1

to x28,1 from PUF1 and has the corresponding responses
from all other chips PUF2 to PUFM , x0,m to x28,m,
m ∈ {2, . . . ,M}. The predictor in (7) utilizes all known
responses to the previously sent challenges from all chips to
predict the response of PUF1 for an unseen challenge.

Remark 2. Unlike attack models in the PUF literature,
the prediction in (7) has two dimensions, one is across
different chips and the second is across responses. Thus, our
generalized attack model has the potential to extract more
information about the PUF class and enhance the prediction
than any other attack model.



TABLE 1. NUMERICAL TOY PUF EXAMPLE: CRPS OF DIFFERENT 5-BIT PUFS.

Challenges Responses PUF1 PUF2 PUF3 · · · PUFm · · · PUFM PUFM+1 PUFM+2

00000 X0 00000 00000 00000 · · · 00000 · · · 00000 00000 00000
00001 X1 01101 10111 00011 · · · 00001 · · · 00011 00001 00100
00010 X2 01011 11011 10111 · · · 00001 · · · 10111 00010 01000
00011 X3 00110 10100 10100 · · · 00000 · · · 10100 00011 01100

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

...
01111 X15 11000 11010 00010 · · · 01010 · · · 00010 01111 11001
10000 X16 00111 00101 11101 · · · 10101 · · · 11101 10000 11101

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

...
11100 X28 11001 01011 01011 · · · 11111 · · · 01011 11100 10011
11101 X29 10100 00100 01000 · · · 11110 · · · 01000 11101 10111
11110 X30 10010 10000 11100 · · · 11110 · · · 11100 11110 11011
11111 X31 11111 11111 11111 · · · 11111 · · · 11111 11111 11111

e.g.1: ck1
Xk1

10101 01010 01010 · · · 10101 · · · 01010 10101 10101
e.g.2: ck2

Xk2
11110 11110 11111 · · · 11111 · · · 11110 10101 11111

Theorem 1. The generalized attack model that utilizes
CRPs jointly from many PUFs has a minimum cloning error
that is no greater than the minimum cloning error of any
other attack model under the same conditions.

Proof. The proof is simple, based on the fact that con-
ditioning reduces entropy, which increases the predic-
tion rate. By Definition 3, the minimum cloning er-
ror for an attacker that uses only PUFm equals the
probability pm where H(pm) = H(PUFm)/Nr. Sim-
ilarly, for the generalized attack model, the minimum
cloning error equals the probability p′m where H(p′m) =
H(PUFm|PUF 1, · · · , PUFm−1)/Nr. Since

H(PUFm|PUF 1, · · · , PUFm−1) ≤ H(PUFm), (8)

we have
p′m ≤ pm. (9)

The “same conditions” means that both attack models
have the same sample size and methodology/technique, and
differ only on the amount of information used. Throughout
this paper, we omit the conditioning on challenges since it
is obvious from the subscript of the response. Thus, PXk|Ck

is denoted as PXk .

3.2. Unpredictability Measure for the Generalized
Model

Since the mapping of a PUF class is a stochastic process,
an attacker has nothing to do except guess responses based
on the joint probability distribution. For k i.i.d. random
responses (the members of the stochastic process), we need
kH(X) bits, where H(X) is the entropy of a random re-
sponse. However, if these responses are not independent, the
joint entropy H(X1,X2, . . . ,Xk) grows (asymptotically)
linearly with k at a rate:

H(X ) = lim
k→∞

1

k
H(X1,X2, . . . ,Xk), (10)

which is the well-known entropy rate of the stochastic
process [46]. Thus, the entropy rate suffices to measure the
Inter-PUF unpredictability. We note that a related quantity,
the partitioning entropy [26], describes the unpredictabil-
ity/complexity of the dynamical systems and is related to
the metric entropy (Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy).

Without loss of generality, for a finite number of chal-
lenges, we can calculate two quantities related to the entropy
rate:

1) The normalized joint entropy
1
kH(X1,X2, . . . ,Xk), which measures the
average Inter-PUF unpredictability contained in k
responses excluding any dependencies.

2) Conditional entropy H(Xk|X1,X2, . . . ,Xk−1)
measures how much Inter-PUF unpredictability
left in the kth response after observing (k − 1)
responses.

The second quantity is relevant to an attack scenario in
which the attacker observes several CRPs and tries to predict
an unseen response. Thus, the entropy rate gives the maxi-
mum number of CRPs that can be used before an attacker
can successfully predict all the remaining CRPs and hence,
clone the PUF. In other words, it measures the maximum
number of independent CRPs that can be used.

On the other hand, the average entropy assumes that re-
sponses are independent and does not measure dependencies
between them. The average entropy is given as follows,

Havg =
1

K

K∑
k=1

H(Xk). (11)

It is worth noting that the uniqueness in terms of µinter

does the same besides assuming independent bits across a
multi-bit response. The following example illustrates nu-
merically the difference between the average entropy and
the entropy rate of responses to motivate using the entropy
rate as the Inter-PUF unpredictability metric instead of the
average entropy.



TABLE 2. XORING RESPONSES WITH INDICES A = {1, 2, 29}.

Challenges Responses PUF1⊕
00001 X1 01101⊕
00010 X2 01011⊕
11101 X29 10100

= 11110 X30 10010

Example 2. Suppose there are K = 2N identically-
distributed discrete (Nr-bit) random variables Xk, 1 ≤
k ≤ K, and each has an entropy H(X). Assume that
there are unknown dependencies between these responses
as follows: When XORing some responses, the index of
the resulting response Xj results from XORing the indices
of these responses, and vice versa. Table 2 provides a
numerical example of this relation. Given a set of indices A,
the relation between responses can be described as follows:

j =
⊕
i∈A

i ⇐⇒ Xj =
⊕
i∈A

Xi. (12)

Thus, there are only Nr independent responses and the
normalized joint entropy is Nr

K H(X), while the average
entropy is H(X). A numerical example can be given by
the CRPs in Table 1, where N = Nr. There are only
5 independent responses of a total of 32 responses. For
example, X1, X2, X4, X8, X16 are independent responses.
Thus, the normalized joint entropy is 5

32H(X) = 25
32

bits/response, while the average entropy is H(X) = 5
bits/response. Clearly, the average entropy fails to account
for dependencies between different responses.

Thus, in the case of k i.i.d. responses, kH(X) bits
suffices. Otherwise, for non-i.i.d. responses, the entropy rate,
H(X ), suffices. To sum up, besides being a natural, suffi-
cient, and consistent measure, the entropy rate: 1) precisely
measures the unpredictability in a PUF class and excludes
any dependency, 2) measures how much unpredictability is
left in the kth response after observing (k − 1) responses,
and 3) gives the maximum number of CRPs that can be used
before an attacker can successfully guess all the remaining
CRPs.

In the case of using the empirical distribution of CRPs,
we estimate the entropy rate, as we show in section 4, via
the following finite-order quantities based on the available
number of samples and the processing cost:

1) The kth-order normalized joint entropy of CRPs.
2) Average of marginal entropy of CRPs. (Assuming

CRPs are independent.)
3) The nth-order entropy over bits and averaged over

CRPs.
4) Average entropy over bits and CRPs. (Assuming

both bits and CRPs are independent.)

Remark 3. The last quantity measures the uniqueness
across chips. However, many works in the literature replace
this quantity with the average HD over different responses
denoted as µinter. In subsection 5.1, we show that the
second quantity above is the correct measure for uniqueness.

Even the third and the last quantities are more precise than
the average HD.

The uniqueness is a widely used metric in the PUF
literature to measure the independence between different
PUF chips [39]. The uniqueness of the kth response Xk is
calculated empirically by the average pairwise normalized
HD of responses from different PUF chips when queried
with the kth challenge, and is given as follows [27], [30],
[47]:

HD(Xk) =
2

M(M − 1)

M−1∑
i=1

M∑
j=i+1

1

Nr
dH (xk,i,xk,j) ,

(13)
where M is the number of PUFs. The average over different
responses is denoted as µinter in the PUF literature.

Last, we could use the entropy rate across PUF chips
to measure the number of independent PUF chips, which is
sufficient to completely identify a PUF class. In other words,
it measures the number of independent PUF chips such that
there is no new information left in any other chip.

H(PUF) = lim
k→∞

1

k
H(PUF 1, PUF 2, . . . , PUF k), (14)

and

H(PUF) = lim
k→∞

H(PUF k|PUF 1, PUF 2, . . . , PUF k−1).

(15)
In appendix section B, we discuss the analogy between

strong PUFs and one-way functions (OWF) such that we
could leverage the entropy rate estimation to analyze the
unpredictability of OWFs.

4. Finite-Order Entropy Rate Estimation

One main limitation is that the joint distribution of
responses is not available for any existing PUF class to
the authors’ knowledge. This requires us to estimate such
performance metrics instead of calculating them directly
using probability distributions; future work will focus on
deriving the probability distributions to accurately calculate
different performance metrics. Nonetheless, estimating these
metrics requires a sufficient number of samples that may be
obtained either from hardware implementation, simulation,
or both, which is not an easy task in general. We do not
make any implicit assumptions about independent CRPs or
chips but rather we calculate a finite-order entropy rate based
on the available sample size and the estimator performance
to avoid estimation bias.

In the absence of the joint distribution of responses, we
want to estimate the entropy rate, which is an asymptotic
notion and is a difficult task in general. Existing work pro-
poses and analyzes entropy and entropy rate estimators for
special cases of stochastic processes such as stationary and
ergodic processes. Plug-in estimators and data compression
techniques can be used for this task. However, the effective
alphabet size grows exponentially with the number of ran-
dom variables of a stochastic process. On the other hand,



entropy estimation requires a sample complexity O( |X |
log |X | ),

while optimal compression techniques need more than |X |
samples [48]. In addition, a PUF class may be neither an
ergodic nor a stationary process. More importantly, collect-
ing a sufficient number of samples requires fabricating many
chips. That is, it is an under-sampled regime.

In the following, we explain how we use the entropy es-
timators and the structure of our data set to estimate a finite-
order of the entropy rate. One parameter of an estimator is
the symbol size s bits. Each s-bit symbol that comprises
our sample set is transformed into an integer. Thus, the
estimator receives a vector of integer samples as input data
and returns a scalar estimate of the Shannon entropy. For
each PUF size Nr and time delay τ , the collected data are a
three-dimensional array of size (M,L,Nr). Here, M is the
number of different PUF chips realized experimentally and
L ≤ K = 2N is the number of Nr-bit responses generated
from L different challenges. The structure of this data block
is

x1,1 x1,2 x1,3 · · · x1,M

x2,1 x2,2 x2,3 · · · x2,M

...
...

...
. . .

...
xL,1 xL,2 xL,3 · · · xL,M

(16)

We denote xl,m = {xn
l,m} as the lth Nr-bit response of the

mth PUF chip, where 1 ≤ n ≤ Nr and 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
For PUF sizes of interest for cryptography applications,

N > 32, the number of symbols would be too large for an
accurate estimate of the entropy of the full N -bit response;
this is compounded as we attempt to estimate the joint
entropy. The k-th order joint entropy has an alphabet size
|X |k = 2kNr .

The preceding part concerns calculating the uncondi-
tional entropy of a single response. However, the entropy
rate in (10), calculated over observed responses, is the true
metric of interest. Therefore, we need a method to estimate
the correlations across responses and PUFs, subject to a
constraint on s, which is the largest symbol size for which
the entropy can be effectively estimated with a negligible
estimation bias. Thus, we sample s bits from k responses
to form one symbol. This approach has similar limitations
as those of calculating the entropy of a single response,
extended to correlations between responses. Despite some
weaknesses, it is a practical method to move forward and
several examples are illustrative. To estimate the entropy of
a response using the chunks of 8 bits, we simply set s = 8
and k = 1. We denote this as an 8-bit first-order entropy
rate. Another example is to set s and let k = 2. Here, to
compose the symbol, Nb = s/k = s/2 bits are chosen from
each of k = 2 responses; with the suitable summation, this
yields an estimate of the Nb-bit second-order entropy rate.
The Nb bits are randomly chosen among the Nr bits, but in
the same order for both responses2.

Illustrative examples are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3
where we choose s = 8 and k = 4 for Nr = 16 bits. The

2. We select bits using the same positions in both responses to compose
the symbol.

R1

R2

R3

R4

shuffle bits

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

integer S1 (decimal representation) 

Figure 2. Creating Ns = Nrk/s = 8 symbols of size s = 8 bits from a
set of k = 4 responses of size Nr = 16 bits. Left: first four responses of a
given PUF chip. The colors represent the position of the bit. The ordering
is arbitrary. Right: The bits are shuffled but the bit order is the same across
responses. Symbols are created by the concatenation of Nb = s/k = 2
bits from each response. The symbols of s bits are transformed into an
integer S for entropy estimation.

responses are shown on the left with the colors representing
the bit positions: dark red is the first bit and black is the last
bit. On the right, the bits are shuffled in a way that the bit
order is the same across responses. The symbols are formed
by concatenating Nb = s/k = 2 bits from each response and
then transformed into an integer S (decimal representation).
In other words, the first two bits of each shuffled response
form the first symbol S1, and the third and fourth bits of each
response form the second symbol S2, ..., etc. In the entire
data set composed of L responses, there are NL = L/k
sets of k responses. For each set, Ns = Nrk/s symbols are
formed. For every set of k responses of a given PUF, Ns

s = 8 bits

PUF 1

PUFs

...

Symbol 1

Symbol 2

Symbol 3

Symbol NS

...

Symbol 1

Symbol 2

Symbol 3

Symbol NS

Symbol 1

Symbol 2

Symbol 3

Symbol NS

Group 1 Group 2 Group 𝑁𝑔 = 𝑀/𝑘
...

𝑁𝑏

Responses

Bits

k = 4 responses 

... PUF M-1

PUF M

Figure 3. The entropy estimation is done along the vertical axe.

symbols are created and the new block of data that contains



integers representing the symbols is formed as:

S1
1,1 S1

2,1 · · · S1
Ns,1

S2
1,1 S2

2,1 · · · S2
Ns,1

...
...

. . .
...

SM
1,1 SM

2,1 · · · SM
Ns,1

−−−− −−−− −−−− −−−−
...

...
. . .

...
−−−− −−−− −−−− −−−−
S1
1,NL

S1
2,NL

· · · S1
Ns,NL

S2
1,NL

S2
2,NL

· · · S2
Ns,NL

...
...

. . .
...

SM
1,NL

SM
2,NL

· · · SM
Ns,NL

(17)

where Sm
i,j is the ith symbol of the jth set of k responses

for the mth PUF chip. Each column of this data block is
treated as a set consisting of M samples over which the
entropy is estimated. Thus, applying the entropy estimator
results in an NL×Ns matrix with entropy estimations given
by:

Ĥ1,1 Ĥ2,1 · · · ĤNs,1

Ĥ1,2 Ĥ2,2 · · · HNs,2

...
...

. . .
...

Ĥ1,NL
Ĥ2,NL

· · · ĤNs,NL

(18)

where Ĥi,j is the entropy estimation for the ith symbol of
the jth set of k responses calculated over M PUF chips. To
obtain the Nb-bit kth-order entropy rate estimate Ĥk,Nb

, 1)
divide by number of responses k, 2) sum over Ns symbols,
and 3) average over NL chunks as follows:

Ĥk,Nb
=

1

kNL

Ns∑
i=1

NL∑
j=1

Ĥi,j . (19)

5. Entropy for Other PUF Measures

5.1. Uniqueness: Entropy or Hamming Distance?

Entropy is a fundamental quantity in information theory
[46] to describe a random variable Xk. It can be defined
as a lower bound on the average number of bits required to
describe or encode a random variable. Hence, the entropy is
sufficient to measure the uniqueness of a response. In the
following, we give a counterexample that high µinter does
not necessarily imply high entropy, and thus does not imply
high independence between chips.

Example 3. (Entropy is precise while HD is misleading)
We measure the uniqueness of a response in terms of HD
and the entropy of the responses in Table 1, e.g., 1 and 2
(the last two rows). In both examples, the response of any
PUF chip is selected with equal probability from a set of
only two responses, Xk1

∈ {10101, 01010} in e.g.1 and
Xk2

∈ {11110, 11111} in e.g.2. This means both have the
same underlying distribution and the same structure (only

two available symbols, i.e., each half of PUFs in that class
cannot be separated). In the first example, the two responses
differ in all bit positions. Thus, the normalized HD is either
0 or 1, which gives the highest HD(Xk1

) = 0.5. This indi-
cates that the responses are independent. In the second ex-
ample, only the last bit position differs. Thus, the normalized
HD is 0 or 1/5, which gives a low HD(Xk2

) = 0.1. This
indicates that responses have a low independence level. On
the other hand, guessing such two responses is equivalent to
guessing an unbiased flipping coin with equal probability,
i.e., one bit only suffices to describe the two different re-
sponses. Here, HD gives two different levels of independence
between PUF chips, HD(Xk1

) = 0.5 and HD(Xk2
) = 0.1,

with the same entropy, H(Xk1
) = H(Xk2

) = 1 bit. In fact,
they have the same level of independence. Although in the
case of low µinter where designers can identify a weakness
in this PUF class, high µinter is not sufficient for high
independence (inconclusive) and, thus, is misleading. For
a sufficiently large M , µinter converges to 0.5, indicating
independent PUF chips. However, it is unclear whether this
implies high entropy or not. Last, the entropy in both cases
is 1 bit. Here, entropy gives a precise measure of the number
of bits needed to describe uniqueness.

The previous example shows that high uniqueness re-
quires more bits and hence the entropy is high, and vice
versa. That is, the entropy is a consistent measure of
uniqueness. In addition, unlike entropy, HD considers each
bit independently, and hence, it does not capture possible
dependencies between response bits in the case of multi-bit
strong PUFs. This is typical in many PUF designs, in partic-
ular strong PUFs, where each response bit is driven by the
same input challenge, and there are possible dependencies
across the response bits.

Even for independent response bits3, HD does not pro-
vide any advantage over entropy. The authors in [39] explain
the relationship between min-entropy and uniqueness in
terms of HD, while the authors in [49] try to estimate the
min-entropy of responses using HD and µinter. In both
works, the empirical estimates of the three metrics are
directly related. Figure 4 shows that the three metrics are
directly related if the response bits are independent. Thus,
even for independent bits, there is no need to use the min-
entropy or µinter to estimate the actual entropy.

Figure 5 shows a numerical illustration of the number of
samples required for an empirical estimate to converge for
the three quantities and that µinter is a maximum likelihood
estimator for both entropy and min-entropy. Miller-Madow
entropy estimator [50] converges faster than using µinter.
In section 6, we use different estimators that converge even
faster than the Miller estimator. Moreover, µinter requires
a number of computations (computation complexity) that
increases quadratically with the number of samples (PUF
chips) as M(M − 1)/2. In other words, µinter does not
provide a better estimate for entropy, uses less number of
samples nor conveys any additional measure for uniqueness.

3. Assuming bits are independent is reasonable for memory-based PUFs.



Figure 4. The three metrics are directly related if response bits are inde-
pendent.

Figure 5. Miller converges faster than µinter when estimating Entropy and
min-entropy.

Example 4. Another interesting case is when specific PUFs
act as counters. Can the entropy be high in this case (as
the counter does not repeat), yet the Hamming distance is
quite low? Interestingly, both the Hamming distance and
entropy is maximum for a counter, HD = 0.5 and H=Nr

bits, respectively. We note that entropy is used for random
sequences that are not deterministic as counters. In subsec-
tion 5.2, we provide an idea for testing a single chip against
possible deterministic behavior such as acting as counters.
Also, we show that a random challenge generator should
be used in the enrollment phase rather than a deterministic
one, for example, counter in section 6.

In summary, we justify the use of entropy instead of
HD as a uniqueness metric as follows. First, we give a
counterexample that high µinter does not necessarily imply
high entropy, and thus does not imply high independence
between chips. Second, µinter does not capture possible
dependencies between response bits in the case of multi-
bit strong PUFs. Third, the computation complexity of
µinter scales quadratically with the number of samples
(PUF chips). Last, even if we assume independent bits in a
response, entropy gives a precise measure of independence
compared to HD, as shown in Figure 4.

5.2. Testing a PUF chip: Intra-PUF Unpredictabil-
ity

Now, excluding noise in Definition 2 and focusing on
deterministic mapping, a PUF chip could be completely
identified by a set of fixed parameters vm. However, this
set of parameters is unknown and attackers try to estimate
it4. We use the entropy function to indicate whether or not
a PUF chip spans a large number of different responses.
We exploit the set of responses of a PUF chip to obtain the
frequency distribution of the responses and, therefore, the
entropy of the PUF chip H(PUFm) as a measure of the
Intra-PUF unpredictability for the mth PUF chip. We show
the histogram of the s-order Intra-PUF entropy estimate of
HBN-PUF at delay time 10 in Figure 6, which can answer
an interesting question: Given a PUF chip, what is the
probability that the entropy of this chip deviates from the
expected entropy? In other words, what is the percentage of
bad PUF chips from a PUF class?

Figure 6. Few HBN PUFs have relatively low entropy.

Remains to 1) detect any unwanted behavior, such as
periodic responses or the existence of some deterministic
patterns, and 2) prevent a single PUF chip from showing
such unwanted behavior. We plot the responses of a bad toy
PUF chip in the space of the challenges as in Figure 7 for

4. Hash functions are used to prevent such parameter estimation attacks.

Figure 7. Example of a toy 8-bit PUF that shows a deterministic behavior
though its responses (shown in decimal) span all the response space.



example. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to detect
any peak that indicates unwanted deterministic behavior.
Then, the number of challenges that can be used should
not be more than double the number that results from FFT
mimicking the Nyquist sampling theorem. Thus, we still can
use a PUF chip that shows an unwanted behavior, but with a
limited (reduced) number of CRPs. Future work will further
investigate this idea.

6. Experimental Results

In this part, we exploit the theoretical framework to care-
fully assess the performance of HBN-PUF that benefits from
the chaotic behavior of the autonomous Boolean networks
and generates responses as fast as just a few nanoseconds.
HBN PUF is a promising multi-bit strong PUF class that
is developed by our team at the Physics Department, the
Ohio State University. The new class, HBN-PUF, benefits
from the chaotic behavior of the autonomous (unclocked)
Boolean networks and generates responses as fast as just a
few nanoseconds. We illustrate the basic idea of the HBN-
PUF in subsection A.3.

To measure performance metrics for HBN-PUFs, we fo-
cus on collecting many CRPs from different PUF chips. Cur-
rently, HBN-PUFs are implemented on field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) broads. We implemented 218 Cyclone
10 LP chips (part number 10CL006YU256I7G), collected
65536 randomly chosen challenges/board, and 100 re-
sponses/challenge. Thus, we have some practical limitations
to collect a sufficient number of CRPs for two reasons:
1) the limited number of FPGA boards, and 2) the large
dimensions5 of HBN-PUFs, which imposes an exponential
increase in the number of both required samples and compu-
tations. In addition, estimating the joint entropy increases the
number of required samples. In summary, we want to tackle
the limitations of both the sample size and computation to
estimate the unpredictability of the HBN-PUFs as accurately
as possible.

Under specific assumptions, we perform the finite-order
entropy rate estimation within 1% estimation bias using the
available chips. More chips would result in better estimates.
Thus, manufacturers can use databases from many chips
in the enrollment phase (compared to our limited number
218 chips) to better estimate the unpredictability using our
procedures. We use different entropy estimators in the lit-
erature such as the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE),
the center Dirichlet Mixture (CDM) based estimator [51],
the minimax estimators in [52], [53], denoted as JVHW
and WY, respectively, and the approximate profile maximum
likelihood (PML) [54].

In the following, we use a variety of distributions (e.g.,
uniform, beta, etc.) to test these estimators. It is worth noting
that we do not make any assumption that the distribution of
PUF responses is uniform. We use a variety of distribu-
tions to test different estimators and choose the one that

5. For example, one PUF has N = 256 nodes and generates Nr = 256
bits/response, i.e., 256−bit PUF.

Figure 8. CDM estimator outperforms other estimators for a variety of
distributions and large support sizes.

X 100

Y 6.77849

X 760

Y 6.77362

X 40

Y 6.76097

Figure 9. CDM and JVHW estimators converge with a relatively small
number of samples compared to other estimators.

performs well in general. We show only (as an example)
the performance in the case of the uniform distribution (i.e.,
highest entropy) in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8, the CDM
estimator converges faster specifically for a large support
size. For example, the CDM estimator is within a one-bit
error compared to the JVHW estimator, which is within a
four-bit error when the sample size is

√
|X |.

In Figure 9, we show the convergence of different esti-
mators for 8-bit HBN-PUFs. Using only 40 PUFs, the CDM
and JVHW estimators converge to the true entropy. We use
such convergence plots to decide the sufficient number of
samples M and the number of bits per symbol s without
introducing an estimation bias.

In Figure 10, we plot the convergence of CDM and
JVHW estimators for different sizes of uniform bits per
symbol. Approximately 200, 6000, and 5 × 108 samples
(i.e., PUFs) are needed for sizes 8, 16, and 32, respectively,
when using the JVHW estimator compared to 200, 2000, and
2×105 samples when using the CDM estimator to estimate
the entropy within 1-bit estimation bias. This figure allows
us to choose the number of samples needed to estimate
the entropy for a specific bias. We note that the JVHW
estimator has good performance for small alphabet sizes
(e.g., |X | = 256) compared to the CDM estimator.

Now, it is clear that the main problem is overcoming
the estimation bias due to the limited number of samples.
We use the available samples (M = 218) and estimate
an upper bound on the entropy. In particular, we assume



Figure 10. Determining the number of samples needed to estimate the
entropy using CDM and JVHW estimators.

that the response is independent on a“symbol-wise” basis.
This means we first choose the symbol size s, measured
in bits. Within each response, we assume that symbols are
independent.

For instance, if we assume a 256-bit PUF, we can divide
each response into 32 symbols, each with 8 bits. This is
based on the effective upper limit of the alphabet size for
which the estimator yields reasonable results. We assume
that within each symbol, there may be correlations of up to
s order that are captured by the entropy estimation routine.
However, we assume that no dependencies exist between
symbols, so we can sum the entropy over the 32 symbols
of our 256-bit PUF.

This assumption raises two issues. Firstly, the correlation
between any two bits may be missed if they are partitioned
between two different symbols. We overcome this by Monte
Carlo sampling, which shuffles the bits to create different
symbols. Secondly, there might be a high correlation be-
tween larger than s bits, but the entropy drops to only around
s bits. For example, suppose that s is 8 and we estimate the
entropy as 250 bits by summing the entropy of 32 symbols,
but any 10 bits or larger are fully dependent, such that the
actual entropy should drop to around 9 bits. This is not
captured by the upper bound.

To solve this issue, we compare the decrease of the
upper bound of the entropy when increasing the estimation
symbol size s for a fixed sample size and i.i.d. generated
bits vs. the PUF responses. A comparable decrease should
be due to the small sample estimation bias; otherwise, there
are higher-order correlations. Using randomly generated
responses for a fixed number of samples (M = 218),
Figure 11 compares the bias of the entropy estimation as
the symbol size increases for both i.i.d. uniform bits and
the PUF responses. We use the estimation at s = 1 since
1) the estimate is reliable and 2) for larger symbol sizes,
we cannot differentiate between the estimation bias and the
reduction due to correlations between symbols. There is no
sharp reduction, indicating that s > 8 bits are not fully
dependent.

We normalize the result to get an upper bound as fol-

X 1

Y 232.049

Y Delta [-5.24759 5.24759]

X 1

Y 254.358

Figure 11. There is no sharp reduction. Thus, s > 8 bits are not fully
dependent.

lows:

Ĥnorm
1,1 =

Nr × Ĥ1,1

Ĥiid

=
256× 232.049

254.358
= 233.547 bits,

(20)
where Ĥiid is the entropy estimate from i.i.d. data at the
same sample and symbol sizes. At 1% estimation bias, i.e.,
reduction due to sample size, we can use the symbol size up
to 10 bits. Thus, to capture the correlation across responses,
we calculate the 1-bit tenth-order entropy rate estimate using
ten responses to create symbols, i.e., k = 10 and s = 10. At
delay 8, Ĥnorm

10,1 = 231.6895 bits/response. We use both
randomly generated responses and gray-coded responses.
The former is more realistic and valid for the astronomical
response space. The latter captures the true entropy of the
PUF.

In Figure 12, we plot the best-case normalized entropy
rate estimate Ĥnorm

10,1 /Nr for different delays to decide the
optimal delay time. In the best case, we assume that there is
no further reduction due to using more than ten responses.
Since the estimated entropy rate is for noisy responses, we
also plot the entropy of µmaj

intra, which is the reduction due to
error correction where µmaj

intra is the average error per bit but
after the majority voting of responses. Here, we assume that
two forms of error correction can be performed. The first is
majority voting after querying the PUF many times for the
same challenge. This is done in both the enrollment and the
utilization phases. The second is a suitable error-correcting
code where helper data are used.

In the worst case where we assume that there is always
a further linear reduction with more responses, we may
use only Ĥnorm

1,1 × k
Ĥnorm

1,1 −Ĥnorm
10,1

noisy responses, where

Ĥnorm
1,1 − Ĥnorm

10,1 is the reduction due to the use of ten
responses. For example, at delay 8, we may use only noisy
responses 233.547 × 10

1.8575 = 1257 in the worst-case sce-
nario. In the best case, an attacker might be able to achieve a
cloning error down to the probability of error for the binary
entropy of Ĥnorm

k,Nb
/Nr per bit using only k CRPs from the

attacked PUF and other M −1 PUFs. For example, at delay
8, the cloning error could be reduced to 32%, the probability
of error for the binary entropy of 231.6895/256 = 0.905



Figure 12. Normalized entropy rate peak is at delays 10 − 12, similar to
using 40 PUFs.

Figure 13. Worst-case estimate is 6000 noisy responses at delay 11 for
random responses.

per bit, using only ten randomly generated CRPs from the
attacked PUF and another 217 PUFs. Thus, a PUF of entropy
0.905 per bit is due to a bias of 0.32 such that the attacker
generates a response of all ones to achieve a probability of
cloning error 0.32. Our approach gives a precise measure of
unpredictability and does not only indicate whether a PUF
is susceptible to a specific attack or not.

In Figure 14, we plot the best-case estimate
Ĥnorm

k,Nb

Nr
−

H(µmaj
intra) that corresponds to the remaining entropy per

bit after using public helper data to correct errors. This
precisely determines the optimal querying time. The entropy
rate of approximately 231.6895

256 −0.043 = 0.862 per bit can be
achieved using the 1000 majority votes. The corresponding
cloning error is shown in Figure 15. For randomly chosen
responses, the cloning error is around 29%, while using
gray-coded responses reduces the cloning error to 18%.

We conclude the following lessons from the previous
part. A random challenge generator should be used in the en-
rollment phase rather than a deterministic one, e.g., counter.
Since correlated challenges (that have a small Hamming
distance) could generate correlated responses, we suggest
using a threshold on the minimum HD, for example, 40
bits, between randomly generated challenges to reduce the
PUF predictability. Furthermore, if the attacker has access
to the PUF, a good approach is to use gray-coded challenges
to query the PUF and get as many responses as possible.

Figure 14. Normalized entropy rate peak is moved back to delay 8.

Figure 15. Minimum cloning error at delay 8 is around 29%.

Then, the attacker may be able to clone the PUF using his
gray-coded CRPs database with a low probability of error.

7. Conclusion

We explain the parameters and sources of randomness
that affect the unpredictability and reliability of strong PUFs.
Our proposed attack model uses chips jointly to predict
responses with a minimized cloning error. We show how
to measure and estimate the unpredictability of a multi-bit
strong PUF class via the entropy rate. Moreover, entropy
outperforms the Hamming distance when measuring the
uniqueness of PUFs, even with the same number of samples.
Efficient min-max entropy estimators are used to estimate
a finite-order entropy rate of the Hybrid Boolean Network
PUF. Experimental results show its high unpredictability and
resistance to ML attacks. Proposing an entropy estimator for
the undersampled regime is crucial to the PUF community
due to the scarcity of available data to analyze. Additionally,
considering Bayesian estimators that are relevant to the na-
ture of binary responses can improve the existing estimators.
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Appendix A.
State-of-the-Art Strong PUFs

In the following, we illustrate the definition of the PUF
class and the different parameters that affect a PUF class by
providing examples from state-of-the-art strong PUFs.

A.1. Arbiter PUF

Arbiter
0

1

𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3 𝑐𝑁−1 𝑐𝑁

Switch 1 Switch N

Figure 16. The arbiter PUF circuit [1].

The arbiter PUF in Figure 16 is the first silicon-based
PUF. It consists of N switches, each has two paths with
delays τmn,1 and τmn,2, respectively, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The
challenge is applied to the switches and creates two different
paths with delays:

τm1 =

N∑
n=1

ck,n × τmn,1 +

N∑
n=1

ck,n × τmn,2, (21)

and

τm2 =

N∑
n=1

ck,n × τmn,1 +

N∑
n=1

ck,n × τmn,2. (22)

where ck,n is the bit complement of ck,n.
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Figure 17. The ring oscillator PUF circuit [56].

An input signal x(t) is applied to both paths and an
arbiter (a latch) is placed at the end of the two paths and
decides which signal, x(t − τm1 ) or x(t − τm2 ), reaches it
first as follows:

f (ck,vm,W (t)) =

{
1, y(t− τm1 ) ≥ y(t− τm2 ),

0, otherwise,
(23)

where y(t − τmi ) = x(t − τmi ) + wi(t), i ∈ {1, 2},
vm =

[
τm1,1 . . . τmi,j . . . τmN,2

]
∈ V ⊂ R2N , i.e., Nv =

2N , is a vector of paths’ delays that represents a real-
ization of the random variations due to the manufacturing
process, which affects the response of the mth chip, and
τmi,1 ∼ log-normal(µτ , σ

2
τ ). Thermal noise is represented

by W (t) = [wi(t)] ∈ W ⊂ R2, that is, Nw = 2.

Remark 4. The thermal noise, w1(t) and w2(t), changes
the actual path delay, and therefore, y(t− τmi ) in (23) can
be rewritten equivalently as x(t−τmi −τwi (t)), where τwi (t)
is the corresponding change in path delay due to thermal
noise.

The output of the arbiter PUF is only one bit per
challenge, i.e., Nr = 1. Therefore, a maximum of 2N

bits can be extracted from the arbiter PUF. Besides, the
simple mapping of the arbiter PUF, as in (21)-(23), makes it
vulnerable to modeling attacks (e.g., [18], [55]). To enhance
the unpredictability of the arbiter PUF, multiple PUFs can
be XORed together as follows:

Xk,m′ =

M⊕
m=1

Xk,m, (24)

where Xk,m′ is the response of the m′ chip and the kth

challenge results from XORing M PUFs on the chip.

A.2. Ring Oscillator PUF

The ring oscillator (RO) Figure 17 PUF consists of N
ring oscillators, each oscillates at a different frequency due
to the variations in the manufacturing process. The challenge
is applied to two multiplexers to choose a pair of oscillators
and compare their frequencies via a counter. Equivalently,
the mapping can be expressed in terms of the total delay

of each oscillator [56]. Thus, the RO PUF mapping can be
given as follows:

f (ck,vm,W (t)) =

{
1, τmj + τwj (t) ≤ τmj′ + τwj′ (t),

0, otherwise,
(25)

where

τmj =

Ng∑
n=1

τmn,j , (26)

the pair of oscillators j and j′ are chosen by the chal-
lenge ck, Ng is the number of gates in each oscillator,
vm =

[
τm1,1 . . . τmn,j . . . τmNg,N

]
∈ V ⊂ RNNg , i.e.,

Nv = NNg, is a vector of paths’ delays that represents
a realization of the random variations due to the manu-
facturing process, which affects the response of the mth

chip, and τmn,j ∼ log-normal(µτ , σ
2
τ ). The thermal noise is

represented by W (t) = [wj(t)] ∈ W ⊂ R2, i.e., Nw = 2,
and τwj (t) is the corresponding change in the path delay due
to the thermal noise wj(t). Similar to the Arbiter PUF, the
output of the RO PUF is only one bit per challenge, i.e.,
Nr = 1.

A.3. Hybrid Boolean Network PUF

The HBN-PUF consists of N nodes and the output of
each node is fed back autonomously, i.e., without a clock,
with the output from two randomly selected nodes. The
initial states of the nodes are set by the input challenge, and
the transient response is captured using the global clock.
The HBN-PUF mapping can be given as follows:

f (ck(t),vm,n,W n(t)) =

{
1, xn

k,m(t) ≥ 0.5,

0, otherwise,
(27)

where xn
k,m(t) is the continuous-time version of the nth

bit response of the mth chip and can be represented using
differential equations as follows [57]:

τk,nLP

d

dt
xn
k,m(t) = −ck,n(t) + amk,n(t) + wn(t), (28)

where

amk,i(t) = g
(
cwk,i′(t− τm,i

i′ ), cwk,i(t− τm,i
i ), cwk,i′′(t− τm,i

i′′ )
)
,

(29)
cwk,i(t− τm,n

i ) = ck,i(t− τm,n
i ) + wn

i (t), i ∈ {i′, n, i′′},
(30)

and g(·) is the continuous-time version of the Boolean XOR
function, i′, i′′ are randomly selected nodes, the low-pass
delay is related to the rise time of the nth bit of the kth

challenge as τk,nLP = τk,nr / ln 2, vm,n = [τm,n
i ] ⊂ R3×1, is

a vector of paths’ delays that represents a realization of the
random variations due to the manufacturing process, which
affects the nth response bit of the mth chip, and τm,n

i ∼
log-normal(µτ , σ

2
τ ). The vector vm = [vm,n] ⊂ V is a

vector of all delays on the mth chip, and here Nv = 3N . The
thermal noise that affects the nth bit response is represented



TABLE 3. COMPARING THE DIMENSIONS OF THE RANDOM
PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT EACH CLASS.

Arbiter RO HBN
Nv 2N NNg 3N
Ev 2N 2Ng 3
Nw 2 2 4NNst

Ew 2 2 4Nst

Nr 1 1 N

by W n(t) = [wn
1 (t) . . . wn

3 (t) wn(t)] ⊂ R1×4. The vector
W(t) = [Wn(t)] ⊂ W has a dimension of 4N , i.e., Nw =
4N . The output of the HBN-PUF is N bits per challenge,
i.e., Nr = N and a maximum of N2N bits can be extracted
from the HBN-PUF.

Note that the power level of the noise is negligible
compared to the digital signal level. For example, the noise
power spectral density is −174 dBm/Hz at room temperature
290◦K. However, when the sampling time is within the
rise/fall time of the digital signal, the output is sensitive
to thermal noise. This is the case for ring oscillators and
autonomous Boolean networks in general.

The feedback in each node can be decomposed and
viewed as cascaded Nst stages. In particular, the input to
the nth node in the ith stage is fed from the output of the
nodes i′, n, i′′ of stage (i− 1). The number of stages is
given by the measurement time divided by the circuit delay
(0.5 ns as in [7]). For cascaded identical and independent
binary symmetric channels (BSC), each with a probability
of error p, the equivalent single BSC has an error probability
1
2 (1−(1−2p)i) and limi→∞

1
2 (1−(1−2p)i) = 1

2 , p ̸= 0, 1.
This may explain why the error dominates after a long
measurement time. Furthermore, the error 1

2 (1−(1−2p)Nst)
is equivalent to integrating the noise in the differential
equation in (28). Thus, the dimensions of W(t) can be
modified to be Nw = 4NNst.

The unpredictability of a PUF class depends on the
size of the random variations, in terms of Nv and the
structure/mapping of the class. The larger the size of the
variations and the more complex the structure of the PUF
class, the higher the unpredictability of the PUF class.
Similarly, the reliability of the PUF class is affected by
the thermal noise in terms of Nw. Although introducing
more elements in the PUF structure may increase the un-
predictability, it may also increase the delay and the cost,
and more importantly decrease the reliability. In Table 3, the
effective dimensions of the random parameter vector and the
noise vector that affect one bit of the output response are
denoted as Ev and Ew, respectively.

Appendix B.
On the Relation to One-Way Functions

In the early literature, PUFs were referred to as physical
OWFs. A OWF is a function that is “easy” to compute in
the forward direction, but very “hard” to invert, even on
average.

TABLE 4. ONE-WAY FUNCTION VS. PHYSICALLY UNCLONABLE
FUNCTION.

Well-defined mapping Random parameters Input Output
OWF Yes Public Secret Public
PUF Not necessarily Unknown Public Secret

Definition 5 (One-way function [58]). A function f :
{0, 1}N → {0, 1}N is a one-way function (OWF) if:

1) f is computable in time poly(N).
2) For some s(N) = Nω(1) and ϵ(N) = 1

Nω(1) , and
all nonuniform algorithms A running in time s(N),
we have

Pr
[
A (f(X)) ∈ f−1 (f(X))

]
≤ ϵ(N), (31)

where the probability is taken over X and the
randomness of A.

A candidate for OWFs is universal hashing, though
OWFs have not been proven to exist yet [59]. An example
of a universal class of hash functions is given as follows
[60]:

Hp,m = {ha,b : a ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1} and b ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}} ,
(32)

where

ha,b (k) = ((ak + b) mod p) mod m, (33)

i.e., ha,b maps a given key k ∈ {0, . . . , p−1} into the range
{0, . . . ,m− 1}, and p > m is a prime number.

Although PUFs are preferred to be “hard” to invert
on average, as in (31), there are fundamental differences
between PUFs and OWFs. While the input to a OWF is
secret, the mapping (which is well defined), the used random
parameters, and the output are public. However, an attacker
should not be able to obtain the secret input in a polynomial
time of n. Unlike OWFs, only the challenge to a PUF is sent
in public, while the mapping is not necessarily well defined,
the random parameters are unknown, and the response is
secret in many use cases. Thus, an attacker has to accurately
model the PUF class mapping (e.g., with the aid of a
sufficient number of implemented PUF chips) and estimate
the random parameters of each PUF chip (using previously
seen CRPs from that chip). The main differences between
OWFs and PUFs are summarized in Table 4.
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